Shape memory functionality under multi-cycles in NiTiHf
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A B S T R A C T

The functionality of NiTiHf (25%Hf) shape memory alloy (SMA) was studied under isobaric temperature cycling experiments. Both the local and overall strains, determined with digital image correlation (DIC), displayed excellent stability and no measurable unrecovered elongation. The external stress levels were higher than 250 MPa and transformation temperature was 420 °C which exceeds other NiTi based alloys, demonstrating the outstanding potential of the NiTiHf alloys.
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1. Introduction

The field of shape memory alloys (SMAs) has undergone resurgence in the last decade [1]. The literature has grown dramatically with >5000 papers per year [2] driven by advancements in high temperature, elasto-caloric, ferromagnetic SMAs. New modeling tools [3–5] and high resolution measurements have permitted a deeper understanding of the functional behavior of SMAs from atomic to continuum-levels [6–9]. New alloys have emerged with improved functionalities stimulating further SMA research [10–12]. There is still a need for better understanding of long term functionality, and the origins of degradation in SMAs. Most works to-date have been on the equiatomic NiTi; modifications of this binary system with ternary (such as Hf) and quaternary elements have added unique capabilities [13]. The NiTi based alloys and ternary additions continue to be foundational SMAs for further advancement. In this paper, we focus on the recently discovered NiTiHf (Ti replaced by Hf) alloys that result in unprecedented high temperature shape memory capabilities, large transformation strains and high work outputs [1,7–9,14–16].

At the macro-scales, experiments that characterize the transformation strains, the transformation stresses, and the transformation temperatures have remained the main focus of SMA research. The ‘single cycle’ (stress or temperature cycle) behavior was investigated in most of the experimental studies [17]. At the same time, the reduction in SMA functionality has been documented under both temperature ‘multi-cycles’ and superelasticity conditions [18]. In superelasticity experiments, the stress-strain loops do not close and unrecovered strains develop at zero load which accumulate under multi-cycles [18]. In temperature cycling experiments, where the SMA behaves like an actuator, the accumulation of strains at both the high (austenite) and low temperature (martensite) end of the cycle results in ratcheting of strains that exceeds the ductility. A schematic of the trends in SMA response is given in Fig. 1.

During transformation in SMAs, the non-chemical and chemical energy contributions govern the strain-temperature response. Neglecting the non-chemical contribution, the forward (austenite to martensite) and reverse (martensite to austenite) transformations occur at the phase equilibrium temperature, T0 (Fig. 1(a)). In this case, the strain reaches the transformation strain in a stepwise fashion at T0. The non-chemical free energy consists only of reversible elastic strain energy and in the absence of dissipation, still no hysteresis arises. With dissipative mechanisms such as relaxation of stored elastic strain energy and frictional dissipation at interfaces, further undercooling with respect to T0 is needed. A narrow hysteresis corresponds to minimal energy dissipation ascribed to frictional work and elastic strain energy relaxation while large hysteresis implies high energy dissipation (Fig. 1(c)). Clearly, the irreversible processes on transformation behavior are manifested through the growth of irreversible strain (Fig. 1(d)). The microstructural changes start almost immediately within the first cycle [19] depending on the stress and strain levels and progress with further cycling under constant stress. It is noted that many of the new SMA compositions need to undergo further scrutiny to assess their functionality under ‘multi-cycles’.

The functional behavior under fatigue is impacted by two main factors: the occurrence of slip mediated plasticity and the accumulation of residual martensite. Both factors engender deterioration of the shape memory response. The slip mediated plasticity can occur at local scales, particularly at austenite-martensite interfaces where large strain...
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discuss macroscopic and the local (microscopic) transformation
strains levels and illustrate that both follow similar trends with cycling.
We also establish the lattice constants for the martensite and provide
calculations of the transformation strains discussing the possible rea-
sons for the lower experimental strains compared to the theory. Addi-
tionally, we also discuss the need to develop better models to
understand functional behavior of SMAs where our understanding is
imperfect.

2. Material and experimental procedure

Single crystals of NiTiHf were grown using the Bridgman method
and the samples were oriented using high temperature X-ray diffraction.
The focus has been on two orientations, the [011] in compression and
[111] in tension. The composition of the alloy was measured by
means of ICP method as Ni 50.3 at.%, Ti 25% and Hf 24.7%. More details
on the crystal orientation measurements and the microstructural data
means of ICP method as Ni 50.3 at.%, Ti 25% and Hf 24.7%. More details

Comprehensive studies on temperature cycling on strain and hyste-
resis under isobaric conditions have been published in the literature.
The compositions in the range 50.1% to 51.5%Ni represent most of nickel
contents studied to date. In these early studies, the stress levels have
been limited to 150 MPa and the maximum temperature was < 100 °C
As stated earlier, the NiTiHf alloys can elevate both stress and
transformation temperature levels. The NiTiHf alloys retain the transforma-
tions during cycling as will be demonstrated in our ex-
periments which is beneficial in practical applications.

The presence of precipitates in NiTi alloys is known to modify the
SMA behavior [22]. In NiTiHf, the precipitates are orthorhombic, as
characterized with diffraction studies [23]. It is believed that the precipitates
impair additional slip resistance in these alloys that are beneficial. On
the other hand, the precipitates could adversely affect the transforma-
tions by limiting the detwinning of the internally twinned mar-
tensite, hence result in lower transformation strains compared to
theory [24].

Previous work on NiTiHf exhibited the shift in transformation tem-
peratures and transformation strains under multi-cycles [15] [25] [26].
These previous careful experiments were conducted under compres-
sion and the transformation strains were <4% and 2% in single and poly-
crystals respectively. Since, based on theoretical considerations the
tensile transformation strains are higher, it would be worthwhile to un-
dertake thermal stability and transformation strains experiments ex-
ploiting the tensile behavior.

To accurately assess the transformation behavior in SMAs, a local
measure of the transformation strains is needed as there are elastic
(untransforming), partially transformed and transforming domains

gradients occur. There is continuing debate on the exact steps of the
functional deterioration, nevertheless the increase in intrinsic slip resis-
tance is expected to curtail the irreversibility effects and substantially
improve SMA functionality. Since the slip resistance of NiTiHf is
higher than other SMAs [20], one would anticipate superior functional properties. As an example, the increase in flow stress for the NiTiHf al-
loys is comparable to the (high Ni) 51.5%Ni NiTi alloys [21]. Remarkably,
the transformation strains in NiTi25Hf are near 8%, while the 51.5%Ni
NiTi alloys exhibit transformation strains <4%. Moreover, the high
temperature SMA capability of NiTiHf is noteworthy. If the functionality is
maintained in multi-cycles, the NiTiHf can open new possibilities. In
this work, we elaborate on the cyclic performance of NiTiHf alloy with experiments and we also refer to atomistic simulations.

The remarkable attribute of the NiTiHf alloys is that with increasing
Hf the monoclinic angle increases, and the theoretical transformation
strains increase. Theoretical strain calculations were made using the en-
ergy minimization theory to establish the CVP formation strain
(twinned martensite) and the lattice deformation theory (single crystal of martensite, detwinned martensite). The results were discussed ear-
er [22]. The lattice constants for martensite from TEM X ray diffraction results for the NiTi25Hf alloy showed excellent agreement with density
functional theory (DFT). The internal twinning in NiTiHf alloys has been
identified as Type I and there are compound [001] twins as well.

2.1. Experimental results

The tensile and compressive (isobaric) temperature cycling experi-
ments were conducted and the results are given in Figs. 2 and 3. We note that the experimental results are shown for cycles 1 to 10 in both
cases. With the solid lines are represented the strain-temperature curves obtained averaging volume of both transforming and elastic re-
gions (macrostrain). The dashed lines indicate the local strains corre-
sponding to transforming domains. As shown in Fig. 2, in tension, the
maximum transformation strain is established as 8.1%. In compression
(Fig. 3), the maximum transformation strain is −5.4%. The results are
shown for [111] and [011] directions in tension and compression

Fig. 1. The schematic strain-temperature response under isostress (tension) temperature
cycling experiments on SMA alloys. The transformation strain-temperature in the presence of chemical energy changes without the effects of interface friction and elastic strain energy is shown on case (a). The case in (b) is idealized to show the presence of reversible elastic energy only. The development of permanent strains due to irreversibility upon multi-cycles (Cycle 1, N) is shown in case (d). The growth in the thermal hysteresis (the width of the loop) with multi-cycles is evident. The strain temperature curve (case (c)) shows the case when the SMA response is stable with cycles.
respectively. These orientations are the most favorable ones for tension and compression.

Close examination of results shows that the transformation strains are very stable, and there is no accumulation of permanent strain with cycles. The transformation temperatures, hence the thermal hysteresis, also remain stable under cycling. The austenite finish temperature is near 400 °C while the martensite finish temperature is near 270 °C. This lower temperature shows that the operation temperature of this alloy is in excess of 270 °C. Comparing the local strains (Fig. 2) for the 1st and 10th cycle shows that the transformation domains increased in volume and there is a tendency for the transformation domain to spread to the entire volume.

3. Analysis of results

The theoretical transformation strains for the NiTi25Hf alloy are shown in the Fig. 4a and b using the stereographic triangle. These results are obtained for a monoclinic (B19′) lattice with the lattice constants obtained from DFT analysis (a = 3.09, b = 4.21, c = 4.78, monoclinic angle = 105.9°) and confirmed with selected area diffraction analysis in TEM. There are twelve lattice correspondences between the cubic austenite and monoclinic martensite. We make a distinction between the corresponding variant pair formation (CVP) and the detwinning strain. The CVP corresponds to two martensite variants that are twin related. The detwinning corresponds to the growth one variant with respect to others. In the lattice deformation theory calculations the strains required for transition from single crystal of austenite to single crystal of martensite are calculated. The results of CVP + detwinning strains are very close to LDT calculations. The detwinning strain contribution is significant in tension while it is rather small in compression.

In addition to the transformation strain calculations we conducted DFT simulations of the generalized fault energy and established the unstable and intrinsic fault energies as 516 and 93 mJ/m² respectively. These values are utilized in a modified Peierls Nabarro model for calculation of the CRSS for slip in NiTi25Hf. The slip resistance in this alloy is rather high with a value of 614 MPa. In comparison, the other SMAs have much lower values [30].

4. Discussion of results

The mechanical response under isobaric shape memory or superelasticity under multi-cycles must be determined to establish the functional behavior of SMAs. In the present work, we studied the cyclic stability of the isobaric shape memory behavior under temperature cycling. The martensite plate is comprised of correspondent variant pairs, two martensite single crystals (variants) which are twin related. Under isostress conditions, when the temperature is lowered and reaches a critical value, the martensite nucleates and the transformation begins. In the present work, we note that the transformation strains do not reach the detwinned values. With detailed DIC, we note the presence of large elastic domains that do not participate in transformation. This behavior is also observed in the high Ni (51.5%Ni) NiTi alloys [6] where the transformation front does not sweep through the entire specimen and the volume fraction of martensite remains below 1.0. The consequence of such response is that although large strains were measured (>10%) in NiTi25Hf, the theoretical strains (18%) are not attained.
strains. The changes occur rapidly often within the
chanical cycling decreases the magnitude of recoverable transformation
properties has also been observed[32] in past studies. More pro-
Under thermal cycling of NiTiHf, the degradation of shape memory
this study, we make the important observation that transformation
detwinning of martensite may not have occurred. Similar conclusions
of 8.1% falls far short of the latter, which also implies that the
detwinning strains. In [111] tension, although the LDT strain is much
lower experimental strains (5.4%) compared to theory implies minimal
13.4% for [111] tension and 9% for [011] compression. Therefore, in com-
pression. On the other hand, the predicted CVP formation strains are
are known to be a limiting factor in the utilization of SMAs in applications.

The predicted strains to form a single variant of martensite (LDT
strain) were as high as 19% for [111] tension and 9.5% for [011] compression.
The predicted CVP formation strains are 13.4% for [111] tension and 9% for [011] compression. Therefore, in compression, the close levels of CVP and LDT strains near the [011] pole and lower experimental strains (5.4%) compared to theory implies minimal detwinning strains. In [111] tension, although the LDT strain is much higher than the CVP strain estimate, the experimental measurement of 8.1% falls far short of the latter, which also implies that the detwinning of martensite may not have occurred. Similar conclusions were drawn in early studies on NiTi [24] and NiTiCu [34] that documented lower experimental strain levels compared to CVP+ detwinning strains predictions. This is an area that requires further study. The slip stress for [011] single crystal in compression is nearly 900 MPa at 450 °C which is remarkably high. This slip stress, which is obtained by conducting compression tests at increasing temperatures, exceeds the transformation stress which is in the range 250 MPa to 600 MPa depending on the temperature. In this study we conducted DFT (Density Functional Theory) calculations using the VASP code. The DFT calculations in this study resulted in a CVP prediction for slip that is 614 MPa for NiTi25Hf. These calculations utilized the unstable fault energy in conjunction with a modified Peierls–Nabarro model. Using a Schmid factor of 0.5 this would translate to a slip resistance of 1228 MPa for uniaxial stress which is very high. Therefore, the low levels of transformation stress with respect to the very high slip stress creates a favorable condition as the propensity of slip during the transformation is less likely.

The results point to SMA materials that must minimize dissipation due to frictional resistance and elastic strain energy relaxation. If the microstructure consists of austenite-martensite interfaces without the propensity of slip evolution, this will minimize the irreversible processes. The "idealized" response of NiTi25Hf in this study strongly suggests that irreversible effects in this alloy are curtailed compared to other SMAs.

5. Conclusions

The work supports the following conclusions:

(1) Large transformation strains in NiTi25Hf are possible in comparison to NiTi alloys. The transformation temperatures in NiTi25Hf exceed 400 °C while exhibiting excellent functionality. The high temperature capability could open new applications.

(2) The strain-temperature response of NiTi25Hf under isostress conditions shows remarkable resistance to cyclic degradation under multi-cycles. Considering the occurrence of high strains, such a functionality is unprecedented.

(3) Ultra high slip resistance (CRSS) of 614 MPa was calculated for the monoclinic structure combining the fault energetics with a modified Peierls–Nabarro calculation procedure. The transformation stresses are well below the theoretical CRSS value ensuring recoverability under multi-cycles.
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